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Natural resources and commodities

are crucial for the economy and

prosperity of Australia. The days

when pioneers could find rich mineral

depositsfirt by chance and good luck are

long gone, and exploration .for

natural resources is now dependent

on sophisticated technologies and ad-

vanced scientific research.

balanced combination of basic
and applied research and ac-
tive interaction between
academia arid industry is re-

quired to further our knowledge of
existing deposits, and to provide guidance
in finding new locations

Earth sciences play a crucial role in
understanding the formation of mineral
deposits and the geological structures in
which they develop. and in the characteri-
sation and recognition of regions within
Australia with new potential for the min-
ing industry, Geoscientists study Hie

earth's interior on many differen:
electron microscopy is used to study the
properties and deformation of crystals
fractions of millimetres in diaMeter.
However, the earth as a plane is the ob-
ject of study of. for instance, scientists
operating large, worldwide networks of
seismographs and an increasing number
of scientific satellites, or for the study or
the earth's magnetic field.

The discovery of ore:
the quest for more information
In mineral exploration geoscientists use a
variety of geological. geochemical and
geophysical techniques to identify pat-
terns suggestive of mineralisation at or

ANU fieldwork vehicle in front of fCata Tjula 1995

near the surface of the earth's crust, and
to home in on the ore occurrences them-
selves. But the first stage of exploration is
the selection of an area considered
prospective for the mineral commodity
being sought. For this purpose. knowledge
of the nature of existing worldwide miner-
al deposits. the processes that have formed
them. and their geological framework are

talon of tomographic

haVe revolutionised

our views of the internal
structiHT r our planet,

combined into a model for the ore environ-
ment. The geology of the country to be ex-
plored is then reviewed for analogies to
this model.

This approach to area selection works
well when the ore body model is well
founded. and when the regional geology is
well known and good detailed maps and
data are available for study. Some deposits
are formed in the crustal environment (for
example. coal through lithification of
swampy vegetation, or kaolin through
weathering of aluminosilicate minerals in

rocks such as granite). For these the pre-
dirt', e model is well established. Others,
such as platinum. diamonds, or nickel sul-
phide ores relate to processes of much
deeper origin which cannot be seen hap-
petting at the earth's surface. of
generation and upward movements of
molten magma and fluids from dept h.
Geological maps are essentially two-di-
mensional, based on surface outcrops amid
on drill holes. Th-se holes. from a few
tenths of metre to one to three kilometres
in length. only just penetrate the skin of
the earth's crust. which extends down to
some 30 km or more. Knowledge of the
deeper mantle processes down to several
hundred kilometres is therefore incom-
plete and highly theoretical.

New technologies
Techniques from outside earth sciences
are often adapted to change the frontiers
of our knowledge. A good example is seis-
inic tomography. a doss of imaging
techniques adopted from medical research
in the early seventies. instead of electro-
magnetic waves or Roentgen radiation,
seismic tomography makes use of elastic
waves emitted by natural sources, such
as earthquakes or man-made explosions,
to make a CAT (Computer Aided,
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Figure 1: Schematic map showing principal geological domains
of Australia, grouped according to age.

Tomography) scan of the earth's interior.
Three-dimensional variations in rock
properties and temperature have :in ,-Ifet.;
on the propaLtaJt ati
'.hese effects :an ,

t.trains tecord, .1! ,

ot

have revoltionise. (a-
nal structure 1l'our planet Seismic

tomography is particularly useful to map
the sub-surface of continents such as
Australia. where (:.(rv large areas are c,

ered by bush or thick lavers of sediments,
with few rock outcrops to assist ill

elk ploration of

The Skippy project
in a new project. the Australian Nation*
University's Research School of Earth ,1

Sciences (RSESt uses tomographic imag
ing techniques to map. in unprecedented
detail. the three-dimensional seismic
structure of the earth's interior beneath
the Australasian region. The Skim' pro-
ject. named after the hush kangaroo,
exploits regional seismicity
and makes use of recent advances in the

lad recording technology to collect high
quality seismic data from over 1.1(1 sites

across the continent.
Operating 60 stations simultaneously

would be very expensive and technically

-5% +5%

Figure 2: Lateral variation in seismic wave speed at a depth of
about 140 km beneath the surface of the Australian continent con-
structed from the data collected when the Skippy array was
operational in Queensland. The darker stippled areas represent
thicker, more rigid lithosphere indicative of thicker lithosphere and
therefore greater diamond potential. The structure in the western
part of the continent is not yet well determined the tomographic
technique used. Large variations in seismic wave speed occur in the
direct vicinity of the Mt Isa block and the New England fold belt
(NEfb). These structures are detected to depths of at least 150 km.

demanding. Instead, restricted arrays of gions. The data is store() on DAT (Digital
up to .12 portable recording systems wit h Audio Tapes). Because of J he high storage
d spacing of around 400 km are used
uc.:n',[rhebi;k|cr,!^i/,.m:cu"'

ustralasian rcgien
,(-).,,-ation period of in(

'((1,,ugh to achieve an esC,!iie;Ii. d
`v`ragzfor'bcvuryn`c``[^cbndcmuy

ing At different times, the Skippy arra', is

deployed at different locations in
Australia. and plans call for covering the
entire continent by the end of 199h
data acquired by the Skippy stations is
used along with data available troth pel-
manent seismic observatories in the
]-eg:(i, such as the seismograph stations
installed and operated by AGSO (the
Australian Geological Survey
Organisation).

rhe portable stations used in the
Skippy project consist of a sensor that
measures ground motion due to an cart h-

recorder that digitises
.mvi..4.uuu/vu'sigmdofdux:/so/onJ

(!-,e data to a storage medium:
, :1.1d a power supply. The Global

(s((:(,ning System (GPS). originally devel-
,(ped Hv the ITS Defence Department. but

widely applied for many civil and
orp(',.ic purposes involving positioning and
navigation. provides very accurate timing
and station locations, even in remote re-

,-,ioacitv of 1)AT :he recol'ding units (an

(("-pa., ,

, Hi( I- ,

,

Seismic structure .

A primary objective of Skippy project is
to delineate the boundau hetween the
fltstor geological tuat,, ,orin the

(e'Ire After
analysis of several 'I.1"1 seismic
records 01:large 1, occurring in

seismic belt ;(irc -; he conti-
nent, it becomes possible map three
dimensions the region", e lucre seismic
waves proppgate faster Hi slower than av-
erage. Apart from vahat;ons in chemical
composition, slots propagation is
often associated with inaffile regions
where the tempers, t,,.-t 'Ugh (sometimes

-du;

not -riitt such ((- re-
...is. in sonti'ast...,--'. propagation

(41ei. due to lo \-0( temper-
atones. This occurs. here
parts ocean
into the deeper ,( very deep
(up to 7:1(0 km) e;lf,[1.,H here the
relatively cool earth's . anomalous-
ly thick. Figure 2 depel
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John Grant (on the right. Senior
Technical Officer, RSES. AND) and Rob
van der Mist in the sand dunes near the
cattle station Merty Merty along the Old
Strzelecki Track (eastern South
Australia). They are digging up the field
recorder in order to change a tape so the
unit can run for another 70 days. The
solar panel is visible on the left.

in shear wave speed beneath the eastern
part of the Australian continent, at a

depth of about 1.40 kilometres belttw the
.:!Irface. The dark shadin regions

ist wave propagation: ;he p1 colour,
:dower-than-a craw

t speed. The latter coincide, is iN

anie province in QucerKiami. 11-ik
displays a large contrast tit

tocensland and the adjacent Coral Sea to
high wave speeds beneath thc western
part of Queensland. notably near \fount

. and the Northern Territory. The New
i.m,:,itand kikl belt in eastern Ness South
Wales Figure 1 stands out

structure with tnortiolousI0
wave speed:, tomo-

graphic model is being continuously
updated as more and more seiSnlic records
from recent earthquakes are collected at
sites all over Australia.

The search for diamonds
rh' iotei rf the geological .;tructures

:Jed by the .qinn; project
.-ttott to encr;iiirrt1

and to area
nple of this the search

dianioL,k winch are browilit to styli!,
-olimi originating at depths 011.in
or more Within the upper mantle.

where pressures exceeding 40 kb* and
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Figure 3: Cartoon of a west-to-east cross section through the Australian continent,
showing the more ancient western cratonic nucleus, and the younger subduction zone
in the E beneath the Tasman Fold Belt.

temperatures ()lover 11100°C ensure that
the natural form of crystalline carbon is
diamond rather than graphite, the low
pressure form developing at the earth's
surface (Figure Ii. Minerals found as in-
clusions in the diamond itself indicate that
most of these slimes grew within the high-
er part orth,. upper mantle. The mantle

0-0 y,datile
,tv during

(.,1 dii ear,:t

whim Ho
ceniriu s P .1

Figur,' I ! nettled. This depleted
component attN, intistle (known. togeth-
er with the oot lying crust. as the
mechanically s; r.dig 'lithosphere') is cold-
er and moro POSY than :he underlying
part so" the oppy the 'athetio-
sliers sti ii it composition and
hernial flees the propaga-
tion ol tiC!sntk its

t.icicettion tt,y is 111(1.,..traphic approach.

ard stOic lithosphere [Prior,

.5t) km are polcnt.'d I sites for diamond
formation. and t ;0170/ program will

therefore limp out those parts of the conti-
nent most favolirttIlle diamond

,P;:r

old mkt:

l'aisto
13,11 1,,s(raiasian Science Summer
1104! and tile more titan
rittilma F0 the west.

Tins boundary'. Line:, divides

Mine tirL
ii

ively young
asman Fold

*Footnote - Standard atmospheric pressure is about I bar = 11'Nfat2'
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Australia into two essentially different
metallogenic provinces. Characteristic
mineralisation of the older cratons includes
primary diamond pipes. carbonatities with
associated rare earths and phosphate.
Archean greenstone gold and komatiite-re-
kited nickel. The younger Tasman Fold Belt

has potential for porphyry copper deposits
ph hernial gold.

outtLier Hon-rchtLtd
!'hc igramtle !:,.; It

11;i-d .

ssl'.stroittn gcoltigy: isc

fvidertect oldie earth's structure at depth.

fins will Iv improve our knowledge
of the building blocks of the continent.
and (if the shape and relationships of the
different geological environments.
through this it will improve our thilits to
predict appropriate areas for search for or_
deposits particularly those generated by

deeper processes.
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